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// Introduction

The Challenge

Design a software (SaaS) desktop web app for companies to use 
internally for their onboarding process.  Research will be key to 
determine the needs and develop an MVP based on the findings
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01 Benchmark

- Simple and clean design

- Use of ilustrations, friendly

- Desktop and App

- Interesting features: Surveys, Org               
Chart, Digital sign, Calendar


- Personalise the colours

- Fun Surveys for engagement

- Simple menu

- Use of photo members

- Interesting features: Social wall, 
Academy, one on ones

The first research and analysis done for the project was about analysing the market, 
what type of platforms and softwares are available and compare them. Through the 
analysis I could see things that work well and things that could improve. I compared 
the brand, colours, layout and features. I contacted a few of these companies 
and asked a free demo so I could even use it and see videos of how it works.



01 Benchmark

- Unique Branding

- Busy layout

- Too complex

- Hard to navigate

- Very editable 


- App

- Events and News

- Interesting features: Forms docs, 
calendar, e-sign, time off




02 Research Survey 

In the survey I asked some 
open answer questions, and it 
really gave me ggod insights 
about people’s experiences. 
The best experiences and the 
worse, how they felt and how 
they will like to feel next time.
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02 Research Survey 
I decided to approach the research starting with a survey to understand better 
behaviours and opinions about the onboarding process from people between the age 
of 18 an 64 year old from different kind of backgrounds and job positions.

03 Research Survey 

32 18-64yo
Answers Employees

70% 100% 80% 75%

Felt nervous

& motivated

Believe the 
onboarding 
process is very 
important

Have frustrations 
during the 
process and feel 
disappointed

Used multiple 
softwares and 
tools to complete 
the process



03 Research Interviews

I conducted a total of 12 interviews. For the project I wanted to interview people who was involved in an onboarding 
process. From HR people, to managers and also employees who have recently started a new job. 



I interviewed 4 HR people and 2 managers. All of them from small to big companies (50 to 500 employees). One of 
them gave me a different perspective, he is a consultant and professor in human resources I contact through Linkedin 
and gave me more information about the importance of the onboarding and the pscycology behind it from the company 
and employee perspective. With 3 of them I was able to do a context inquiry, which means they shared with me their 
screen and I was able to see the software and tools they use. I saw welcome emails, tasks checklists, word files, 
etc. 



I conducted 6 interviews with people who have recently started a new job (started 2 months to 12 months ago). I 
didn’t want to approach any particular kind of employee so decided to focus on the process, before and during the 
onboarding. I decided to interview people who had a complete onboarding process, for jobs that are complex and 
long term employees so I could get more detailed information.



04 Research Affinity Map

Affinity map HR and Manager

From all the information received I did an affinity map. I had so much information that decided to re-do the 
affinity map focusing on the most important areas, trying to narrow down the insights. I divided the information 
to do 2 different maps, one for HR and managers and one for employees.

Affinity map



04 Research Affinity Map

Affinity map HR and Manager



04 Research

Affinity map employees

Affinity Map



05 Research Interviews

12 28-64yo
4 HR People

2 Managers

6 EmployeesInterviews Target



Use multiple 
tools and 
softwares 

Eg: Notebooks, word, 
spreadsheets, PDF, 
excel, etc..

Would like the 
process to be 
automatise, for 
repetitive tasks

Time consuming 
preparing and 
communicating 
with others 
(managers, IT)

Feel stressed due 
to not having an 
easy way to keep 
track of process

12 28-64yo
4 HR People

2 Managers
6 EmployeesInterviews Target

The onboarding sets the tone for the 
entire relationship. First feeling never 

goes away
“ “

05 Research Interviews



Feel frustrated for 
not providing a 
clear onboarding 
to new employee

Feel stressed due 
to not having 
enough time to 
prepare the 
onboarding

Feel innefficient 
due to using too 
many tools and 
softwares

12 28-64yo
4 HR People

2 Managers

6 EmployeesInterviews Target

Not all onboardings can be 
exactly the same“

“
05 Research Interviews



12 28-64yo
4 HR People

2 Managers

6 EmployeesInterviews Target

Feel lost in 
situations where 
they don’t know 
what is expected 
from them

Once I went home after my first day 
of work and I realised I didn’t sign the 

contract. They forgot
“ “Once I went home after my first day 

of work and I realised I didn’t sign the 
contract. They forgot

“ “

Don’t feel valued 
when they can 
see there is no 
effort in their 
onboarding

Don’t feel engaged 
and comfortable if 
they don’t get 
introduced to others

05 Research Interviews



06 Insights

Insights

HR People find difficult to manage and keep track of 
all the requiered tasks and coordinate with others. 

HR People need a way to uniy, structure and 
automatise the onboarding process.

Managers feel stressed preparing and welcoming 
new employees, and feel inefficient.

Managers need to be able to structure and plan 
the onboarding, at the same time than making it 
invidual for each new employee. 

New employees feel overwehelmed and lost 
receiving too much information in different 
formats and not feeling engaged with the 
company.

New employees need to feel guided and 
supported, at the same time feel valued and 
engaged with company and coworkers

Solutions



07 Business Goals

Business Goal

Platform Goal

Provide companies with a platform that will help them to plan and structure the 
onboarding process for new employees. It will speed up the time spent in each task, so 
users can be more efficient and provide new employees with a great experience. 







The development of the application has the goal to become the main tool for HR 
people and Managers to plan and keep track of the onboarding process. Also to 
engage employees with the platform for ongoing learning and as a way to engage 
with other employees.
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01 Feature Priorization
I did a feature analysis comparing different softwares and start seeing the features 
that would  help and work for my platform.



01 Feature Priorization
For the feature priorization I decided to compare the features that give more value to 
HR people compared to Users (employees). From those ones I did a moscow to see 
the most valued features.



02 Task Analysis
To have a better understanding of the process and how the HR tasks connects with 
the employees I did a task analysis comparing the actions in a timeline.



03 Use case
The first connection between the HR and the new employee would be through an 
email sent by the HR person to send instructions to the new hire. 



03 Use case
HR persons needs to notify other people who are also responsible of te onboarding to 
coordinate tasks.



04 User flow
In order to understand better the set of steps for each persona and each task I did a 
user fow for the HR, for the Manager and for the new employee
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05 Site map
I did a hierarchical diagram of the website to show the features and different paths of 
navigation.



06 User Flow Hierarchical
To help me understand and analyse better the different user flows I did a hierarchical 
flow for HR people, for manager and for new employees. It also helped me to see the 
connection of the different flows.
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01 Brand

Coligo
Coligo is a Latin word that means Unify

The sound of the word also reminds us of colleagues

The concept of the logo is inspired by river rocks. The symbolism 
of stones centers on ideas of stability and permanence.



02 Style Tile

This is a main title Poppins

Primary colour Secondary colours Neutral colours

Brand Attributes

Collaborative

Engaging

Intuitive

Professional

Functional



03 Problem statement

Our (customer) new employees are feeling overwhelmed and lost because they don't 

receive a clear planification and don't feel guided and supported during the process, 

if we can solve this problem, it would impact new employees and HR/Managers 

positively by/because they will be more time efficient, organised and confident.



It would also benefit our business by/because it will make the process easier and 

individualised for each employee and will communicate professionalism and create 

engagement to make the employee feel valued. 



04 Persona

If you don’t have a  good 
onboarding it can create bad 
habbits and low expectations

“ “

Victoria Planas

Age 

Job

Status

Location

36 years old

Human Resources

Married + 1 kid

Sant Cugat, Barcelona

Goals

Frustrations

Leave work in time 
to have more  hours 
with my kid 

Feeling like I am loosing 
my time repeating tasks 
at work

Find a better way to 
organise at work to 
feel less stressed

When companies don’t 
understand the value of 
the onboarding process

Stay up to date with 
technology and 
keep learning

Not being in control 
of the situation



04 Persona

Not having a good plan 
to follow

I want everyone to be 
productive but I get frustrated 
when I can’t manage to do so

“ “

Mathew Taylor

Age 

Job

Status

Location

Goals

Frustrations

Be more effecient at 
work and spend time 
with what matters

Invest more time 
with the team and 
help them be more 
productive

Not being able to provide 
the same experience to 
new employees in my 
team

Find time to exercise 
and stay fit

Not meeting 
deadlines

42 years old

Marketing Manager 

Married 

Barcelona



04 Persona

I am passionate about the 
things that I believe in“

Cristina Moreno

Age 

Job

Status

Location

28 years old

Marketing Analyst

Single

Barcelona

Goals

Frustrations

Be part of a company to 
work where I can grow 
and feel valued

Work in “old schoold” 
kind of companies 

Find balance 
between work and 
personal life

Uncertain and 
unpredictable situations

Find a company to 
that has a great 
environment to work

Loosing my phone 
when I need it

“



05 Scenario

Cristina Moreno

Cristina has been working in the same company for 3 years and she 
is looking for bigger and new challenges. She has accepted a new 

job in a company in Barcelona.



She is really excited about it and feels very motivated but she is 
also a bit worried about fitting in the company and meet mutual 

expectations. She is starting in two weeks.

New Employee



06 Prototype
Website Landing Page



06 Prototype
Dashboard Home page



06 Prototype
Dashboard Home page



Onboarding - From HR account, list of all pre-boarding and onboardings

06 Prototype



Onboarding - From Manager account, assigning learnings for the new employee

06 Prototype



Noticeboard - From employee account, posts and news

06 Prototype



Onboarding Journey - From employee account, start of onboarding on Day 1

06 Prototype



Onboarding Journey - From employee account, create accounts and set up softwares

06 Prototype



Onboarding Journey - From employee account, completion of onnboarding journey

06 Prototype



07 The Process Design Variations
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08 The Process Desirabiliy Test

Selected option, 63%

Brand Attributes

Engaging

Functional

Collaborative

Intuitive

Professional

Engaging

Clean

Functional

Collaborative

Intuitive

Professional


Most selected Attributes

(results from test)

21
Answers



09 The Process Usability Test
The process of the design layout went from low fidelity prototypes, to mid fidelity and 
finally Hi fidelity. I did 4 iterations and 6 user tests with participants to validate the 
prototype and analyse what was working and where the participants where struggling 
to complete a task.

First sketches ideation



Usability Test09 The Process HR & Manager screen for employees onboardings

Submenu 
was not 
clear. 

Consistency 
and 
standars

Task status 
using tick 
icons

Move task 
status next to 
process status 
so users could 
find it

Add sort by. 
Users 
Freedom & 
control

1 2

3
4



Usability Test09 The Process
1

2

3
4

Create contrast 
between content

Added Edit icon, 
user conyrol 
and freedom

submenu at 
the top for 
better 
contrast,

(accesibility, 
proximity, 
alignment)

Indicate status,

use of colour

Visibility of system 
status

HR & Manager screen, list of tasks and status



Usability Test09 The Process
2

1

34

Indicate group of 
information

Remove 
notification icon

F Pattern 
for Layout

Add 
notification

icon next to 
category

Add button to 
take you to 
task

Contrast, Proximity

Layout, FPattern

Dashboard



Usability Test
1 2

3

Tick icon to 
indicate is 
done

Done Button

User didn’t 
understand the 
“Tick button”

09 The Process



Desirability Test
1 2

3

Indicate 
the action

Indicate category

Edit button

09 The Process



10 Next Steps

1. Test with more users and Iterate 

2. Continue MVP development according to user tests

3. Launch with the most valued features

4. Test it for longer periods in real scenario

5. Get feedback after a few months from users and maybe adjust/add 
features, to complete the product



Coligo

Thank You

Onboarding Web App Carla Cava


